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<td>There are many benefits and impacts of tourism development and development if it is planned and directed properly. The development of Indonesian tourism as a whole is the result of the work of various parties including the Government, the private sector, and the community. The national tourism development policy is an effort to encourage actors in the tourism sector to achieve the goals outlined and the goals set. This article aims: to explain the concept of Ketro Tourist Village and its implementation strategy. This community service uses a qualitative method with an emphasis on descriptive research. The results of this community service show that the Ketro Tourist Village concept is to encourage actors in the tourism sector in achieving the goals outlined and the goals set, it is believed that the tourism sector is a mainstay sector that can contribute to increasing the country's foreign exchange, both directly and indirectly. And the implementation strategy of Ketro Tourist Village in the implementation of Tourism Development in an area is carried out to spur growth both physically and non-physically. Based on this understanding, it is important that the objectives of the implementation of tourism development, especially in Sragen Regency, include the Arrangement of Tourism Facilities and Infrastructure b). Increase various potentials around the reservoir c). Development of Tourism Objects by establishing a Home Stay as a Tour Package. Whereas the implementation of Tourism Development in Sragen Regency has had a significant impact on the existence of social changes both in terms of economy and in terms of Social and Cultural aspects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia has natural and human resources that are quite large as the basic capital for tourism development. Tourism development cannot be separated from the situation of changes and dynamics that occur at the National, Regional and International levels that influence each other. There are many benefits and impacts of tourism development and development if it is planned and directed properly. The development of Indonesian tourism as a whole is the result of the work of various parties including the Government, the private sector, and the community. The national tourism
development policy is an effort to encourage actors in the tourism sector to achieve the goals outlined and the goals set.\(^1\)

Tourism as a driver of the economic sector can be a solution for the government in increasing economic development. The tourism sector does not only touch certain economic groups but can reach the lower classes. Communities around tourist objects can establish various economic activities such as lodging, services, transportation, and so on. Tourism is a multi-complex system, with various aspects that are interrelated and influence each other. In the last few decades, tourism has become a source of driving community dynamics in sociocultural change.\(^2\) At least as a tourist village, it has adequate basic needs as a means to a tourist village, which involve various components, both Human Resources and Natural Resources in developing a tourist village.\(^3\)

After the covid-19 pandemic, to restore the country’s economic condition after the corona virus pandemic, the Indonesian government carried out policies related to handling covid 19, the new normal policies were implemented, including the restoration of economic conditions to bounce back. Sembiring\(^4\) All of this must be able to contribute knowledge and knowledge to the community. Among them are carried out by universities in the context of the Tridharma of Higher Education.\(^5\)

Ketro Village is one of the villages in Sragen Regency, Central Java Province which has a natural beauty in the form of a reservoir name Ketro Reservoir which is one of the reservoirs that is the mainstay of the Bengawan Solo River. Unfortunately, this natural beauty has not been utilized optimally by both the community and the local government. Until now, the Ketro Reservoir has only used its water as a means of irrigating the surrounding community’s rice fields during the dry season. Even the Ketro Reservoir area is often used by some irresponsible teenagers to do negative things such as binge drinking, dating, and other juvenile delinquency. It was stated that six teenagers and middle school students were caught in the middle of a drinking party in the Ketro Reservoir area. The main issue in the development of tourist villages is the positive contribution of tourism activities in tourist villages to the economic life of local communities.\(^6\)

---

There needs to be a solution, namely through Ketro Tourist Village: Community Empowerment through the Tourism Village Program as a Strategy for Economic Recovery after the Covid-19 Pandemic in Ketro Village, Sragen Regency to Welcome the G20 Presidency. The G20 meetings in Indonesia are a means of introducing tourism and Indonesia’s superior products to the international community so they are expected to help drive the Indonesian economy.

In terms of tourism, Minister of Tourism and Creative Economy Sandiaga Uno said the G20 event would contribute to the projected increase in foreign tourists of up to 1.8 million - 3.6 million and also 600 thousand - 700 thousand new jobs supported by good performance in the culinary, fashion, and tourism sectors. The G20 is a multilateral cooperation forum consisting of 19 major countries and the European Union (EU) which have a middle to high-income class, from developing countries to developed countries.

This scientific article, is hoped that it can be an innovation for the government and the community in developing local tourism in Sragen Regency, especially in Ketro Village in an integrated and systematic way based on community empowerment in the context of restoring and improving the people of Ketro Village in particular and Sragen Regency in general to welcome the G20 Presidency.

The economy becomes a catalyst that has driving effectiveness in accelerating a country’s economic growth. The election of Indonesia as the host for the G20 Presidency has become a strategic momentum for economic recovery for Indonesia. The series of activities of the G20 Presidency, which presents thousands of delegates from various G20 member countries, has the potential to benefit the Indonesian economy, both directly, especially in the tourism sector.

With the potential of the homeland consisting of tens of thousands of islands and hundreds of variations of customs and culture, each of which has its uniqueness, then tourism will grow into a very profitable industry and have very bright prospects in the future for national development. In addition, tourism can provide employment and opportunities to try to grow culture and arts and for domestic tourists and tourism, it is useful to hone a sense of love for the homeland and improve national discipline. Tourism has become one of the largest industries in the world and is the mainstay in generating foreign exchange in various countries.

One of the drivers of economic growth in Indonesia is the tourism sector, including local potentials such as tourist villages. Effective management of local tourism can accelerate development at the village level. As regulated in Law Number 6 of 2014 concerning Villages, which orders to encourage the acceleration of the development of human resources and infrastructure in villages to improve the quality of life and
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welfare of rural communities. In this case, of course, it is closely related to village management according to its potential to accelerate the development and increase income in the village area in a sustainable manner, which can be a catalyst for economic growth in general in Indonesia.\(^\text{10}\)

As well as tourism potential in the form of Ketro Reservoir, which is one of the reservoirs on the Bengawan Solo River, this reservoir is precisely located in Ketro Village, Tanon District, Sragen Regency, Central Java Province. This potential can be used as a tourist destination that can improve the economy of the local community. Supported by the natural beauty of the Ketro Reservoir that is still awake (natural, clear, cool water, lots of green trees), its strategic location is easy to reach, and the area around the reservoir is wide. In addition to enjoying the beauty of the Ketro reservoir, it can be used as a tourist spot for water and fishing. The ketro reservoir embankment that has been smoothed and is protected on each side can be used as a relaxing area or jogging.

Along the road under the reservoir embankment can be used by the community to sell food or crafts. If an area wants to develop the tourism sector, it is necessary for the participation of the local community so that tourism can bring benefits to the community.

B. RESEARCH METHODS

This study was a normative empirical study that used data collection with a literature study. The activity was community service in the form of socialization, simulations, and discussions by the Community Service Team from the Sultan Agung Islamic University and Semarang State University in collaboration with experts from the Sragen Regency in central Java Province.

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The concept of cooperation between lines in the Ketro Tourist Village program

The concept of development is usually embedded in the context of the study of a change, development here is defined as a form of planned change; every person or group of people will certainly expect a change that has a better or even perfect form than the previous situation; To realize this hope, of course, must require a plan. The planned development is perceived as a more rational and orderly effort for the development of communities that have not or are just developing.\(^\text{11}\)

Development according to Rogers\(^\text{12}\) is what is useful for a social and economic system that is decided as the will of a nation. Development is a process that moves in a straight line, namely from underdeveloped communities to developed countries.\(^\text{13}\) Development is a
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process of planned social change because it includes various dimensions to seek progress in economic prosperity, modernization, nation-building, environmental insight and even improving the quality of human beings to improve their quality of life.\textsuperscript{14}

Ketro Tourist Village is a community empowerment program that offers tourism village development innovations by utilizing local tourism potential in the area as a means of restoring economic growth catalysts. Carrying the concept of community empowerment, the Ketro Tourist Village program is in the form of community empowerment activities in Ketro village through a combination of community roles and advances in digital technology in the form of using applications as a marketing tool. Three excellent Ketro Tourist Village programs are carried out in increasing the tourism potential of the Ketro Reservoir.

First, Ketro Tourist Village, this program will get the Ketro Reservoir capital to improve infrastructure, accessibility, infrastructure, and supporting facilities for the Ketro Reservoir towards a tourist village. In addition, a tourism awareness group (Pokdarwis) will also be formed which will have members of the community as the main driver to develop tourism in the region. Second, Tourism Village Training and Assistance, this program is a form of empowerment by providing various training including tourism management training, communication or public speaking, tour package training, and tourism branding training, as well as other training according to the tourism potential of each village. Then counseling, outreach, and mentoring are carried out.

Village tourism will be integrated with the Ketro Tourist Village App platform which will later become a supporter of village tourism marketing. The third Ketro Tourist Village App is the use of technology in the form of applications based on e-governance and integrated into community empowerment programs to optimize the potential of village tourism in Sragen Regency. The Ketro Tourist Village App carries various excellent features including Home, Ketolag Tourist Spot, Accessibility, and Lodging.

Changes that occur in society can be categorized as changes that occur intentionally or planned. This means that one of the factors causing change is an external factor brought in and communicated through change agents from outside the community. The planned social change contained new ideas that are spread in the community (innovation), innovation will lead to change, both positive in the sense of bringing about better things (progress), as well as negative ones that can be detrimental. community members (regress).\textsuperscript{15}

To support the running of the Ketro Tourist Village program, it is necessary to have cooperation between lines including: (1) The
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government, is a party that plays a role in providing initial capital, facilities, and legality and being the main party that supports the Ketro Tourist Village program including optimizing the potential of the village to become a place for tourism, travel and bring it to the international scene.

(2) Businessmen, namely private parties and entrepreneurs who have the task of supporting both materially and non-materi ally in the process of developing the potential of the Ketro Tourist Village tourism village.

(3) Academics play a role as parties who participate in providing counseling, training, and research in developing the potential of tourism villages so that they can be used as the basis for change and sustainability of future programs.

(4) The community, becomes the target object of the program, which will later become the main party that uses and implements the Ketro Tourist Village program.

(5) Media, plays a role as a party that assists in the creation of the Ketro Tourist Village App platform by utilizing digital technology to develop applications and plays a role in promoting Ketro Tourist Village quickly and widely both in the regional, national and international environment.

2. Strategi Implementasi Ketro Tourist Village

The tourism system is described through a closed system this model can be used to analyze the important components in providing attractiveness to a destination tour. The emergence of tourist villages in the tourism sector can provide new alternatives for tourists to carry out tourism activities. Tourist villages not only invite tourists to enjoy the beauty of nature but also learn and introduce the life of rural communities directly. Strategy in implementing The Ketro Tourist Village program is carried out in four stages. The first stage is a preliminary study, in the form of a review of the Ketro Reservoir which will later implement the Ketro Tourist Village program and will collect data, availability, readiness, or ability and design a set of identifying opportunities to foster community in the program design. The second stage, the trial is the stage to test the implementation design of the Ketro Tourist Village program which is carried out through simulation activities to obtain the results of the program's feasibility analysis. The third stage, implementation is the field stage in the form of implementing the concept that has been made at the planning stage and has gone through the process of testing the program and application platform by the Ketro Tourist Village concept. The fourth stage is monitoring and evaluation in the form of monitoring and evaluating the success of the
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program from the beginning to the end with the aim that the planned program runs according to and can show brilliant results.

Local communities are also identical to traditional communities where traditional communities are people who are still bound by habits or customs that have been passed down from generation to generation. This attachment makes people easily suspicious of new things that require a rational attitude so that traditional people's attitudes are less critical.19

Facilities and infrastructure are needed to support Tourism Supporting Facilities (Supporting Tourism Superstructure), complementary facilities, and basic facilities that function not only to make tourists stay longer in a tourist destination but have other functions, namely, making tourists or visitors to tourist destinations more spend and spend their money on the tourist destinations they visit. Meanwhile, tourism infrastructure is natural resources and human resources that are needed by tourists in their journey to tourist destinations, which are included in this group, among others, electricity, water, telecommunications, terminals, bridges, and so on.20

D. CONCLUSION

Smart, creative, and innovative solutions are needed to restore the economy by optimizing the potential of village tourism, namely through, Ketro Tourist Village: Community Empowerment Through the Tourism Village Program as an Economic Recovery Strategy after the Covid-19 Pandemic Ketro Village, Sragen Regency to Welcome the G20 Presidency. As an innovation of empowerment program through utilization and optimization of tourism village potential to improve the village economy and support the G20 Presidency.

The concept of empowering the Ketro Tourist Village program involves the community directly participating in vibrantly building a tourist village and providing training and assistance for the community. In addition, the Ketro Tourist Village program also carries a digital application, namely the Ketro Tourist Village App to provide services and further information related to Ketro Tourist Village. Ketro Tourist Village is also planned by collaborating with various stakeholders and formulating a mature implementation strategy. The author is very confident and optimistic that if Wonderful Indonesia is implemented effectively and efficiently it can improve the economy through the utilization and optimization of the tourism potential of the Ketro Reservoir.
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